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September 20, 2022 
 
Republic Manufacturing Celebrates 60 Years 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Republic Manufacturing is proud to celebrate 60 years in business.  
 
Incorporated in 1962 as Republic Sheet Metal and Manufacturing Company, founder 
James Goff and his sons Jimmy and George provided sheet metal fabrication to the 
Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex. Sixty years later, the fourth-generation family 
company continues to provide sheet metal but also manufactures industrial vacuum 
pumps and blowers with global distribution. Manufacturing is alive and well in 
Dallas, Texas! 
 
Current owner Zach Goff continues to invest in the company, purchasing state-of-
the-art equipment and hiring top talent. The company's vision has grown from 
providing one service to local businesses to consistently developing advanced 
machinery sold worldwide. Zach optimistically states, “I think it’s evolved to where 
now the sky’s the limit.” 
 
The company has seen transformative results in the last few years. Republic 
Manufacturing made its first acquisition in 2021 with Joost Industrial – a former 
distributor of Republic Manufacturing products. Recent economic developments 
have resulted in explosive growth for the company resulting in growing pains. 
“There’s going to be big problems in manufacturing. But you just have to persist and 
keep at it… We figure it out,” Zach says.  
 
Republic Manufacturing continues to thrive and looks forward to celebrating the 
next milestone. 
 
Republic Manufacturing manufactures air knife systems, centrifugal blowers, 
regenerative blowers, rotary vane vacuum pumps, rotary claw vacuum pumps, 
positive displacement packages, central vacuum systems, and metal fabrication. 
With locations in Dallas, Texas, and Denver, Colorado, the company sells products 
worldwide and services many industrial markets. 
 
For more information, visit our website at republic-mfg.com or contact Nicole 
Taylor at 469-726-3571  nicole@republic-mfg.com.  
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Photo: Founders Jimmy Goff, James Goff, and George Goff 
 

 
Photo: Republic Manufacturing at 5131 Cash Road, Dallas, TX in 1962 and 2022 


